UP   TO   THE   PRESENT
steepness. I had always heard that, for scenery, this part
was the cream of the Himalayas, far surpassing anything
that the Everest group had to offer in effectiveness. Cer-
tainly, the Kumaon peaks were very fine, and some of them
extremely steep. Nanda Devi itself is a most romantic
mountain, fantastic in outline and hiding the colossal, un-
known northern face x by surrounding it with a semicircular
rim of flanking peaks, all over 20,000 feet high. A similar,
but smaller, wall of rocky and snowy ridges encircles the
south face of Nanda Devi as well, so that the lower parts
of the north and south faces of the mountain had both been
concealed from human view until Longstaff penetrated the
southern sanctuary in 1907.
We took with us two Everest porters, " Alice and Satan/'
cheery and stout fellows, especially the latter, who was un-
fortunately killed on Kangchenjanga in 1930. Two amus-
ing Gurkha N.C.O.s also accompanied us. One of them
came into camp one day with a large gash on the forehead.
He had thrown a stone at a monkey, but the animal had
been too clever for him, for it had caught the stone in its
hand and thrown it back with unerring aim and great force
• at his head.
The trek out to Nanda Devi was very beautiful, over
several high passes, through two or three rushing rivers in
broad, stony valleys, and provided with constant and ever-
changing views of that superb pyramid, Nanda Kot, and the
lovely summits of Pancha Chule, which form the west
boundary of Nepal. Our first attempt to see the hitherto
hidden northern side of Nanda Devi was made by means of
a subsidiary glacier joining the main Milam glacier on its
western side. Taking with us five or six porters, Ruttledge,
Wilson, and I went up this glacier and camped at a height
of 15,000 feet, on its lower part, in a romantic gorge of
precipitous rocks. Looking eastward, the sides of the gorge
1 Explored in 1934 by Shipton and Tilman, who wrote a book
(Nanda Devi] about it which is weU worth reading. Climbed in
1936 by Odell and Tilman.
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